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Abstract

Machine learning has achieved remarkable performance in many domains, now it promising to solve
manufacturing problems — a new ongoing trend of using machine learning in industrial applications. Dealing
with the material order demand in manufacturing as time-series sequences, making unsupervised time-series
clustering possible to apply. This study aims to evaluate different time-series clustering approaches, algorithms,
and distance measures in material flow data. Three different approaches are evaluated; statistical clustering
approaches; raw based and shape-based approaches and at last feature-based approach. The objectives are to
categorize the materials in the supermarket (intermediate storage area to store materials before assembling the
products) into three different flows according to their time-series properties. The experimental shows that
feature-based approach is performed best for the data. A features filter is applied to keep the relevant features,
that catch the unique characteristics from the data the predicted output. As a conclusion data type,

structure, the goal of the clustering task and the application domains are reasons that have to consider
when choosing the suitable clustering approach.

Keywords: Time-series clustering – unsupervised learning – optimization material flow – supermarket
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, there is a revolution in the manufacturing world, where all producers seek to personalize the
products, satisfy the customers' orders, and market requirements. Manufacturing faces never seen
growing in the stored data. More data means more complex and unnecessary information. At the same
time, there is a growth trend toward data-driven decision organization. However, manufacturing systems
have to accept the fact that support is needed to reduce the complexity and high dimensionality of the
available data. Using Machine learning methods in the manufacturing systems has challenges,
advantages, and it is a new ongoing direction in the research (Wuest et al., 2016).
Optimization manufacturing processes in high complexity data, in general, use heuristics algorithms to
find as good solutions as possible. With the fast increase of the data, the time complexity of heuristics
algorithms is increased. Therefore, heuristics algorithms, at some point, do not seem able to find a
feasible solution. On the other hand, Machine learning (ML) able to extract hidden and non-linear
patterns in the data learn and adaptive with the system dynamic changes (Wuest, 2015).
(Wuest et al., 2016) Manufactory domain has special characters where, in most cases, it is an optimized
controlled and scheduled domain. Therefore, another challenge is added: in addition to the high
dimensionality and noisy of the data, the NP-complete characters of the optimization problem in the
manufacture. (Pham and Afify, 2005; Bajic et al., 2000; Wuest et al., 2016) ML has been applied in
various optimization, monitor and predict maintenance in the manufacturing domain, and ML has been
successfully in such applications when the goal is to solve a specific process in the manufacturing and
not the whole system. From another side, what is the suitable machine learning approach to a specific
problem?
According to Wuest et al. (2016), three general aspects are used to select the suitable ML approach for a
specific problem:
-

First, look at the available data, how we can define the expected output (labeled data, unlabelled,
need domain knowledge, and expert). That is to define if the task is either supervised,
unsupervised, or reinforcement learning.

-

Secondly, the structure type, dimensions, and availability of the data, that might be used in
evaluation or training the model.

-

Thirdly, how previous research solved a similar problem.
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Sequentially, following these three aspects, we need to look at the problem. This study is an experiment
in optimized the material flow as one of the manufacturing processes. The materials move from a storage
area to the assembly lines as a flow of material and are stored intermediately in a decentralized storage
area called “supermarket”. The needed material to produce the products is known from the customer
order, and it changes over time. Therefore, we need to optimize the material flow using customer orders
data. The data has the time-series structure, and we need to build a model that is able to optimize the
material flow by categorizing the material into three flows in the supermarket. The main task is to divide
the materials into three flows according to their frequency of demand in the assembly lines. The data is
time-series data without predefined labels. That means the task is unsupervised ML, in time-series data.
One of the unsupervised ML approaches that divide the data into similar groups is clustering. Fig. 1
shows the main focus in this study, in the red rectangle, categorize the materials into three flows in the

Workstations

supermarket.

One
ML
Figure 1 Just-In-Time supermarket adapted from (Caputo et al., 2015)

approach that suits the data and the task is time-series clustering. The problem is that we do not know
which clustering method that performs best to in this domain and for this practical problem. “Machinelearning algorithms are domain independent” (Pham and Afify, 2005).
Therefore, the aim of this thesis is: Evaluating multiple time-series clustering methods in the
materials’ time-series data to optimize the material flow in the supermarket
The main research question is: Which clustering approach should be used for time-series clustering
in material flow data, and how do they perform in practice?
The objective in this thesis is to categorize the materials into the different flows according to the rate of
consumption in production lines by applying time-series clustering algorithms. As well as evaluate and
compare the different clustering algorithms to choose the best algorithm that suit this domain.
2

The thesis divides into five sections; an introduction to the problem and methods that use to solve the
problem. The introduction includes problem definition, limitation, challenges, and study contributions
the objective in this study and the research question.
The second section is the background, which includes terms and concepts that are used in this study. The
background has two sections; time-series clustering background and manufacturing background. The
time-series background describes clustering methods, distance measures, and type of evaluations.
The third section is a literature review, and it divides into three subsections; literature review in timeseries clustering and this includes three approaches (statistical clustering methods, raw-based, and shapebased clustering and at last feature-based clustering). Secondly, literature review on the Just In Time
supermarket replenishment problem and how similar problem are solved in the previous literature, thirdly
literature review on machine learning algorithms and its applications in the manufacturing systems.
The fourth section is the methodology that is used in this study. This section explains why the
methodology is an experiment and the experiment process.
The fifth section is the practical research and it includes data structure and type, and the pre-processing
steps. Three experiments are done and described in this section; statistical clustering approaches in timeseries data; raw-based and shape-based approaches and feature-based approach. The result is compared
to each other and compared with the related literature.

1.1 Problem definition
To achieve the objectives; categorize the materials into the flows. We need to define the ML approach
that suits the data and the goal of the task. As mentioned in the introduction, the suitable approach is
unsupervised time-series clustering. However, which clustering taxonomy is the best? Which distance
measure is performed best, and what is the best clustering algorithms? The problem is how time-series
clustering different approaches performed with materials flow data. Generally, even if there is previous
research about time-series clustering in the industrial data, the data usually is not available, because of
the privacy issues. In another hand, the manufacturer main interest to solve their problems, so if they
apply ML methods and have solved their problem, they are not interested in publishing their studies and
results.
The same is true for this study, where the data that presented in this report is a rescaled data because of
the privacy issues. Therefore, we cannot decide if the data used in the previous research has a similar
3

structure and type to our data. The applications domain is an essential factor in the time-series clustering,
where for example, speech waves data are time-series data also but the significant properties in speech
time-series differ than industrial data significant properties and both differ than properties for heart
shapes time-series data. Therefore, experiments are the only way to evaluate the time-series clustering in
the material flow data.
The problem statement is how time-series different approaches performed with different time-series
clustering approaches and different distance measures in material flow data. Solving this problem leads
to optimize the material flow and categorize the materials in the different flows.

1.2 Limitations and Challenges
No similar research use clustering to optimize material flow. The related researchers are dividing into
two parts: time-series clustering, which applies on UCR time-series data, and not on real data (different
between UCR data and real data are explained in section 1.4). Another part of the research that is solved
the supermarket problem as an optimization problem, without using ML (see Appendix-1 “why we
cannot solve the supermarket problem as an optimization problem?”). There is research that describes
the benefits of applying ML in the manufacturing systems but without present the data from the
manufacturing or results.
Another challenge, the author has no previous knowledge domain; at the same, the subjects from Volvo
that are involved in the thesis work do not have knowledge about machine learning methods. Evaluating
the results for unsupervised learning is another challenge also because there are no labels for the data.

1.3 Company background:
The study is carried out in collaboration with Volvo Group Trucks Operations at their powertrain
production Skövde. Volvo powertrain Skövde builds most of all heavy engines for applications such as
trucks, dumpers, excavators, industrial engines, marine engines. Volvo considers one of the greatest
significant automobile producers. The Volvo Group in Skövde employs about 3100 people and
assemblies around 114000 engines per year. It delivers engines and cylinders to North America, Europe,
Asia, and South America.
The supermarket in Volvo powertrain Skövde is located close to the kitting area. The supermarket
contains three flows, which vary in the number of locations, replenishment method, and frequency of
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picked up operations. About three thousand materials are stored intermediately in the supermarket before
they are required in the assembly workstations. Materials pickup process is a manual process.

1.4 Study Contributions
There are not many researchers that used real-industry data in ML tasks. The related work (Montero and
Vilar, 2014; Huang et al., 2016; Zakaria et al., 2012; Christ et al., 2016; Christ et al., 2018) use data from
UCR*. UCR considered as the most extensive collection of labeled time-series datasets. According to
Dau et al. (2018), the difference between the UCR datasets and the real data that the UCR datasets are
normalized, each sequence belongs to one class, and the labels are pre-defined. The datasets are divided
into testing and training datasets. Therefore, the UCR datasets have a unique format.” The UCR archive
is in a very contrived format. In many cases, taking a real-world dataset, and putting it into this format,
is a much harder problem than classification itself!” (Due et al., 2018). This study shows that
unsupervised learning can be used in extracting the pattern from the data. The result, in general, can be
used in any time-series clustering study, and especially in manufacturing systems.
The researchers that are interested in time-series clustering and in using ML in manufacturing system
can use the results and findings in this thesis. Automobile producers can also use the findings to apply
unsupervised learning in their material flow system. The used data in this study is real customer orders
data. Therefore, any application domain that uses customers’ orders as time-series sequences can use this
study, such as clustering customers to similar groups according to their demand over time. Alternatively,
clustering a group of stores or shops into similar groups according to their performance over time.
Industrial applications which record sensors statutes for devices/machines can also use the results,
different sensors for one device match different material in one flow in our case. So, extracting feature
from the sensors time-series data is useful to classify the devices into different groups to predicted devices
maintenance.

* Yanping Chen, Eamonn Keogh, Bing Hu, Nurjahan Begum, Anthony Bagnall, Abdullah Mueen and Gustavo Batista
(2015). The UCR Time-series Classification Archive. URLwww.cs.ucr.edu/~eamonn/time_series_data/
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2 Background
This chapter consists of two threads; definitions for manufacturing terms that are needed to understand
the industrial background of the problem, and description for time-series and clustering main concepts.

2.1 Industrial background
Increasing market requirements and customer demand force producers to think of new approaches to
optimize their product’s line. Especially in the automobile producers fields where manufacturers a high
variation of engines to satisfy customer demands increases the complexity of optimizing the assembly
lines. Therefore, they adopted a mixed-model assembly line (Emde & Boysen, 2012).
Mixed-Model Assembly Line (MMAL) is the practice of different assembly models of a product on the
same assembly line without switches and then sequence those models in a way that smooths the demand
for upstream components (Miltenburg, 1989). Consequently, the Mixed-Model Assembly Line starves
for very various numbers of parts. All parts must be present in the production lines in a timely manner
and in the appropriate sequence to run the assembly process smoothly and efficiently (Emde & Boysen,
2012).
To provide these high necessity materials at the needed time, the manufacturer implements the Just-inTime principle. JIT is a management strategy that feeds the production’s lines with the required materials
according to customer demand. Manufacturers use this JIT policy to decrease waste by producing
products only as they need them, which reduces inventory costs (Suzuki 1999). JIT requires a precise
and constant manging of customer demands, to achieve this goal, the materials must always be on time
in the nearby line segments
Managing the transportation of articles (raw materials) from the suppliers to the assembly lines and after
that to the customers as a flow of entities is called a material flow. A flow, according to Jonsson (2009),
means the movement of a material and an ideal flow is a continuous movement for the material from the
supplier to the customer. In practice, this ideal flow is impossible, and the speed of the flow varies for
different materials. To overcome the discontinuous flow, the automobile producers store the material
intermediately in inventories closed to the assembly line (Jonsson, 2009).
One type of these inventories which are implemented in the automotive industry is called “Supermarket,”
and it is used to feed materials to the mixed-model assembly in a reliable and flexible manner, in additions
6

to apply the JIT-principle. A supermarket is a decentralized logistics area, to store articles intermediately
before transferring them often in the form of pre-sorted kits, to the assembly stations (Emde, 2017).
Kitting area contains kits, where orders are filled by grouping the individual articles into the kits instead
of transferring these articles as individual orders to the workstations. This strategy saves time and costs
in the assembly lines.
In this context, Supermarkets are logistic areas, where materials are stored intermediately, and shortly
before the workstations need them. The supermarket itself contains shelves, the primary purpose of stored
material in the supermarket is the quick access. Therefore, the supermarket racks are designed in a way
that the workers access materials in an ergonomic manner (Emde & Boysen, 2012).
Materials come from the central receiving area, where materials are stored there in their original
packaging (supplier packaging). At the supermarket, the original packaging is opened, and materials are
stored into smaller and accessible boxes (bins). Bins are stored on the supermarket shelves. The worker
can pick up the materials easily from the shelves and stored them into Just-in-Sequence “kitted” (Limère
2012). JIS (Just in Sequence) is a manner of sequencing materials to the assembly line as they are
scheduled to get assembled, in harmony with Just-in-Time concepts. Materials are delivered to the
workstations just before they are needed in the right sequence (Wagner 2011).
Requirements of production lines of materials are called Bill of Material (BOM). BOM is a list of raw
material and the quantities of each required to assemble an engine/product (Lee, 2012). The customer
orders are breakdown to lists of materials and the quantities of each at each period. Accordingly, these
lists drive the flows of materials in the manufactures. The flow of material in the manufactures should
meet customer demand on time (Green, 2010). According to (Green, 2010), material flow as a simple
definition is “moving material.” However, more than half of the total cost of assembling cost in the
manufactures is for controlling the flows of materials (Material Handling).
Customer order drives the material flow is called Pull System. Pull Systems (Kanban) “Responding to
the Pull or Order of the Customer.” Sequentially, the concept of the pull system is the aggregate to all
other concepts {JIT, JIS, supermarket, BOM, and MMAL} (Pyke and Cohen, 1990). The pull is to
produce to “order” and push is produce to “stock.” The pull system concept is an essential and significant
concept in this study, because of the pull concept, we cannot build a model that depends on the history
data. History data does not represent the customer demand; therefore, it cannot be used to train or build
a model that is able to categorize the material into different flows.
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The materials are stored as described above in an intermediately decentralized area, “the supermarket.”
The flow of materials in this supermarket has different structures in different manufactures (Grzechca,
2015). One structure of the flows is the parallel flows which differ in the number of locations and
replenishment system and the frequency of picked up articles process.
As (Jonsson, 2009) flow is a movement of the materials in the manufactures. Therefore, the flows exist
in any department in the manufactures. Therefore, there are flows in the assembly line and flows in the
inventories. This study focuses on optimizing the flows in the supermarket (intermediate inventory) using
the bill of material over time to control the flows. Moreover, analyzing the bill of materials as a timeseries because of the quantities of the material change over time according to the customers’ demand.
Consequently, each material (article)* demand order is an individual time-series sequence.

2.2 Time-series clustering
Clustering is grouping the objects in groups called cluster. In such a way that objects which belong to the
same cluster are more similar to each other than objects in other clusters. Clustering is considered as
unsupervised learning methods because it divides the data into groups without any previous knowledge
about the groups’ specifications (Rai, 2010).
Clustering analyses consist of three parts: define the best number of clusters in the data, determine the
similarity between the objects (distance measurement), and choose a clustering algorithm. The order of
these three processes is different depending on the clustering algorithm, where some algorithms need the
number of clusters as input (Roelofsen, 2018).
Clustering is commonly used as an unsupervised machine learning method in the statistical data, where
the features of the object are unchanged over time. However, during the last decades, real-data
applications which have changeable variables over time are rapidly increased. Consequently, many
researchers related to time-series analysis have been performed (Aghabozorgi, 2015).
Time-series clustering is a specific type of clustering in the temporal data, and it is commonly used to
find a structure in the big data, otherwise analyzing and visualizing the data is difficult (Laxman, 2006).

* Row material which used to assemble the product are called parts or articles in other resources. This study uses the terms
article or material instead of part, where articles and materials are industrial terms.
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Definition 1: Time-series clustering, D is a time-series data with n objects D = {O1, O2, …. On}; the
process of unsupervised clustering into k cluster C = {C1, C2, …. Ck}. Ci is called a cluster where any
object that belongs to Ci is similar to other objects in the same cluster and dissimilar to objects in other
clusters (Aghabozorgi, 2015).
Definition 2: Similarity measure: Defines the similarity between two time-series sequences, if X={x1,x2,
….., xn} and Y = {y1, y2, ……, ym} are two time-series the similarity measure is a mathematical
function that defines the distance between the two time-series d(X, Y).
Definition 3: Euclidean distance measure is defined as follows: the distance between two time-series X
and Y is d(X, Y), where X and Y have the same length
𝑑(𝑋, 𝑌) = √∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 ) 2

(1)

The mathematical formula is the square root of the sum of the squared length of the vertical points.
Therefore, two time-series are similar if the square root of the sum of the squared length of the vertical
points is less than a specific threshold epsilon “ꜫ” (Batista et al., 2014).

Euclidian Distance

X
Y
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Figure 2 Shows the Euclidean distance
between two time-series (X, Y). X and Y are
similar, but with a shift time, Euclidean
distance cannot detect the similarity in this
case.
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Time

Definition 4: Dynamic Time Warping DTW is a distance method to measure the similarity between
two time-series. DTW uses a dynamic programming approach to find the optimal warping path between
two time-series. To calculate the distance between two time-series X(x1, x2, x3, …., xn) and Y (y1, y2,
….., ym), the DTW creates a matrix (n * m). Each element d(i,j) in the matrix is defined as Eq (2).
However, after filling the matrix, the warping path is drowned by choosing the minimum distance of
three neighboring elements (Niennattrakul et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2017).
d(i, j) = |𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗 | 2 + min{𝑑𝑗−1,𝑖−1 , 𝑑𝑗,𝑖−1 , 𝑑𝑗−1,𝑖 }

(2)
9

Figure 3 DTW determines the
similarity between the two timeseries, even if there is a time shift
between the sequences.

Because of the importance of the DTW in time-series clustering, Fig. 3 shows an example of the
Euclidean and dynamic time warping distance. The matrix that calculates the distance between the two
time-series is shown in Fig 4.

Figure 4: The distance matrix between X={2,3,8,2,3,1,3,0,0} and Y={0,0,2,3,8,2,3,1,3}. The yellow cells are
the minimum element between the three surrounding elements. Redline is the warping distance and blue
is the Euclidean distance.

The taxonomy of time-series clustering, according to Aghabozorgi (2015) there is three types of timeseries clustering, they are the whole time-series clustering, subsequence clustering, and time point
clustering. The first type is more common in the research and time-series applications, and this thesis
focuses on it, where whole time-series clustering calculates the distance between all points in the two
time-series, to determine the distance between them. The other type is to generate a sliding window in
the time-series and calculate the distance between this window and the time-series. Time point is to
cluster the time-series according to the similarity to a specific time point; this approach is similar to
segmentation. Subsequence clustering and time point clustering are used for clustering single time-series,
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and this is not the case in this study. This study evaluates multivariant time-series data and not a single
time-series.
Time-series clustering approaches: There are three different approaches to do clustering in time-series
data. The three approaches all try in to convert the time-series clustering to a form that the statistical
methods can use for the time-series data. The whole time-series clustering is divided into three types:
Row-based; feature-based and model-based.
The row-based approach implements statistical clustering methods with different similarity measures.
The similarity function in this approach is suitable for time-series data. The feature-based approach
transformed the time-series into a feature vector. Then, a statistical clustering algorithm is applied to the
extracted feature vectors. This approach represents the time-series as features vectors. This approach is
sometimes called a representation-based clustering approach.

Row-data based
Time series clustering

Feature-based
Model-based

Figure 5 time-series clustering taxonomy adapted from (Aghabozorgi, 2015)

The three approaches of time-series clustering (Fig. 5) seek to transform the time-series problem to a
statistical clustering problem where the statistical clustering methods can be applied to the time-series
data. In the feature-based approach, the time-series is transformed into a vector of features. The feature
is depending on the distribution of data points, stationarity, correlation properties, entropy, and nonlinear
analysis.
Definition 5: Time-series feature extraction: The sequence observation states for an object Xi with a
specific measure j, which is repeated in intervals of time represented as follows:
Xi, j (𝑡1 ) → Xi, j (𝑡2 ) → . . . → Xi, j (𝑡𝑣 ) → . . . → Xi, j (𝑡𝑛𝑡 )
Extracting feature is a mapping function (θ) that reduces the dimensions and captures one aspect (k) of
the time-series. θk: Rnt → R. For example, Xi represents a device, and j represents a sensor, Xi,j(t) is the
11

sensor state at the time t. If we have m device and n sensor the time-series data set will be in (n.m.nt)
dimensions. Applying a mapping function reduces the dimensions from (n.m.nt) to (n.m). One example
of such functions is the minimum function.
θ𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑋𝑖,𝑗 ) = min{𝑋𝑖,𝑗,1 , 𝑋𝑖,𝑗,2 , … , 𝑋𝑖,𝑗,𝑣 , … , 𝑋𝑖,𝑗,𝑛𝑡}
The θ function computes the minimum for each time-series and records it. Functions might be mean,
max, global trend, number of peaks, etc. (Christ et al., 2016).

Figure 6 An example of feature extraction from time series data. The pink line shows the time series
for one order quantity of on material over time. The blue line shows the median for the time series.
The pink dash-line shows the trend of the time series.

The two most widely used methods for clustering are hierarchal clustering and partitional clustering.
Hierarchical clustering method depends on the previously established clusters to find new ones. It can be
done in two ways, agglomerative or divisive (Grabusts and Borisov, 2009).
Agglomerative hierarchal clustering is done by grouping different observations together to build a
hierarchy cluster. Each observation considers as a cluster, and in each step, each cluster is merged with
the closest cluster to form a new cluster in a tree shape. The best advantage of this method of clustering
is that it does not require a defined number of clusters, any number of clusters can be obtained by making
cuts on the cluster tree (Roelofsen, 2018).
Divisive hierarchal clustering begins from the top by putting all observations as one cluster after that,
starts to divide the main cluster into smaller clusters (Grabusts and Borisov, 2009).
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One of the disadvantages of hierarchical clustering is that it requires many calculations to be made, which
makes it a computationally expensive method. Another disadvantage is that in this method, once a merge
between two clusters has been made, there is no way to adjust it later, which make this method inflexible
(Roelofsen, 2018).
The second method of clustering is partitional clustering. In this method, the observations are divided
into different clusters. The number of clusters is predefined, unlike the Hierarchal clustering. It is
considered as an optimization problem which needs a heuristic method to be solved.
One of the heuristics is k-means, which is one of the most used clustering methods; it starts by deciding
the number of clusters, then initializes a center for each cluster. Then it starts a loop to assign each
observation to one of the clusters where the cluster center has the minimum distance to the observation.
After that, new cluster centers are determined by calculating the average of all observations in that cluster;
this process is repeated until stopping criteria is met (Roelofsen, 2018).
The advantage of the k-means clustering method is its ability to cluster a large data set. While the main
disadvantage is the difficulty of assigning cluster to each observation since this method considers all
observations are equal in the clustering process (Huang et al., 2005).
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3 Literature Review and Related works:
This section divided into three parts; first a review in the literature that solves material flows problem in
automobile manufactures; secondly, a review in the literature that uses time-series clustering methods;
the last part is literature review on applying machine learning in industrial applications and this part
connects between the previous two parts.

3.1 Literature Review on supermarket replenishment problem
(Battini et al., 2013) This paper is a survey paper that reviews all papers and researches in the JIT
supermarket. In this paper, the JIT supermarket problems divided into four parts; Firstly, is the location
planning, where is the best location for the supermarket on the shop floor. In this context, the number of
supermarkets that needed in the shop floor and at the same time their locations, to minimize the travel
distance to the parts to and from the supermarket. Secondly, routing problem and it is to decide the
schedule of the two trains that feed the supermarket. Battini et al. (2013) review researches that analyze
JITSRP and solve it. Thirdly, scheduling problem, which is similar to the problem in this study, Battini
et al. (2013) mention that there is a study that merges scheduling problem and routing problem where a
nested dynamic programming approach is presented to minimize the number of tuggers. As a result, the
non-cycle delivery schedule where the two-train schedule has a degree of freedom significantly reduce
the inventories comparing to the fixed schedule cycle of deliveries.
(Boysen et al., 2015) This paper explains the logistics operations like receiving, storing, packing,
transporting, returning goods, and empty bins within an automotive supply chain. At the same time, this
paper is a survey to all problems from call order point to the assembly line. The study is the first survey
that considers the logistics area in the automotive industry. The study reviews the problems in the
logistics area and at the same time, the problem in this field (automotive industry). The logistic problem
is divided into two parts in this study according to the sequence of steps that parts follow in the logistic
area; the two parts are external logistic and in-house logistics. The problem related to scheduling the
return for the empty bins from the assembly lines is called the reverse logistics in this study.
Consequently, Boysen et al. (2015) divide the problems in the logistics area and review all studies related
to each problem. The problem in Our thesis is to schedule the replenishment to the supermarket is called
replenishment from the central receiving store (ST2-replenishment) in Boysen et al. (2015) and they
mention that (to the best of the Boysen’s knowledge there are not any literature about building a model
for the replenishment of JIT supermarkets (ST2-replenishment) in an automotive industry”. Boysen et
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al. (2015) explain that the trade-off between the limited capacity in the supermarket and the fast picking
style must be considered in the ST2- replenishment.
Dong (2016) explains in his paper a mathematical formula using dynamic programming to solve the
schedules of tow train routing, and delivery problems minimize the traveling time, the number of
deliveries and at the same time ensuring that workstations in the assembly lines never run out of parts.
This study is like Emde et al. (2012). Both studies join the two-trains routing problem with the schedule
replenishment problem. The difference in our research is that we do not need to solve the routing problem
for the trains in the supermarket, and there are three flows in the supermarket as a particular case of the
supermarket design.
(Emde, 2017) In this study, the problem is to determine when and which parts should be delivered to the
supermarket and in what quantities. This study analyses the scheduling to the supermarket without
including the train routing problem. At the same time, Emde (2017) proves the complexity results for
different cases in the supermarket when the capacity of the delivery trains is limited or not, and the
number of deliveries is limited or not. According to Emde (2017), the replenishment in all cases are
consider as NP-hard problem and the author suggests a heuristic decomposition approach to solve it.
Using tabu search method to find the best solution in a group of neighbor solutions.
Emde (2017) explains that the replenishment problem can be considered as a single-level multi-item
capacitated lot sizing problem. The supermarket in Volvo has a unique layout where it is divided into
three flows according to the frequency of parts. As a summary, if we consider as (Emde, 2017) that the
schedule replenishment to the JIT supermarket with one flow is a single-level multi-item lot-sizing
problem, we can consider the supermarket with three flows as a multi-level multi-item lot-sizing problem.
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3.2 Literature Review on time-series clustering
This section consists of three parts; according to the taxonomy of time-series clustering. Statistical
clustering methods; raw-based and shape-based algorithms; at last feature-based algorithms.
3.2.1

Statistical clustering methods in time-series data

Grabusts et al. (2009) Use “Euclidean” as a distance measure in time-series data and prove that Euclidean
performs less than other distance measures. In their research, Grabusts et al. compare two distance
measures in time-series data, Euclidean and Longest Common Subsequence method (LCSS). Grabusts
et al. (2009) apply the two distances measure in two clustering methods; k-means and hierarchical
algorithm. The conclusion in this related research shows that Euclidean distance measure does not
perform well in determining the similarity between two time-series. Notably, the two time-series can
have a different length or a time shift between them.
Ma et al., (2017) shows that even density-based algorithms do not perform well in time-series data, where
DBSCAN, for example, not able to discover the densities over time.
3.2.2

Row-data based and shape-based time-series clustering

In this type of time-series clustering, the algorithm applies directly to the time-series data and is designed
mainly to suit the specific shape of the time-series. Some researches focus on using dynamic time
warping as a distance measure instead of Euclidian, while others edit the clustering algorithm to suits the
particular types for time-series data. In general, the literature use k-means or an adaption version of kmeans to cluster the time-series data.
According to Niennattrakul et al. (2012), DTW is the most accurate measure to define the shape for a
similar time-series. Niennattrakul et al. (2012) use the shape-based method to solve supervised
classification problems, where the labels are predefined. The same distance measure can be used to solve
a clustering problem. Therefore, the model that they have built solidly depends on DTW to define the
shape for a group of similar time-series. The shape-based approach starts by calculating the DTW
distance between all time-series, then chooses the most two similar series and calculates the average for
them. The average is a time-series as well; the most two similar time-series sequences are replaced by
their DTW average. Table 1 shows the pseudocode for shape-based approach.
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Table 1 The shape-based approach adapted from (Niennattrakul et al., 2012).

1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose the most similar time-series [A, B]
Calculate the DTW distance between A and B, and DTW average for A and B.
Create the average series C, where DWT for C = DTW for B + DTW for A
Remove A and B from the dataset and replace them with C

DTW average for A is the average between the time-series A and the label in the cluster.
Paparrizos and Gravano (2015) use the shape-based algorithm in unsupervised time-series clustering.
They mention that time-series clustering approaches try to modify the general distance measure and use
measures that are suitable to compare two time-series. The feature-based approaches are generally
domain-depended. Therefore, Paparrizos and Gravano (2015) apply a k-shape algorithm that depends on
the k-medoids concept instead of k-means. This approach is a centroid-based clustering, like k-means
that depends on an iterative refinement procedure. However, k-shape extracts the shape from the timeseries sequences and calculate centroids in the clusters. The distance-measure in this research is called
Shape-based distance (SBD). SBD normalizes the time-series in a scall between -1 and 1, thus calculating
the dissimilarity between the first time-series sequence and a subsequence from the second time-series.
In SBD shifts in the two time-series sequences are easily discovered, and the calculated similarity
between the two time-series sequences ignores the time shift. Comparing the accuracy between the using
DTW and SBD over 48 database shows that SBD is an effective measure to improve clustering accuracy.
Their paper shows the efficiency and accuracy of the k-shape time-series clustering on the general
domains.
Meesrikamolkul et al. (2012) research are very similar to Niennattrakul et al. (2012) work.
Meesrikamolkul et al. (2012) improve the shape-based approach that shows in table 1 and compares the
result in different databases. The improvement algorithm is called Ranking Shape-based, where the
difference is to calculate the best average sequence between two-time sequences instead of the average.
The result as they show depending on the dataset, for some datasets both algorithms (Based-shape and
Ranking shape-based) perform well. For other databases, Ranking shape-based perform better.
Correspondingly, Meesrikamolkul el al. (2012) mentioned that statistical clustering methods, which are
not designed for time-series data, do not perform well. Because in general statistical algorithms ignore
the time-shifts between the sequences that usually occurs in the time-series data.
In the surveys literature Liao (2005), Aghabozorgi et al. (2015), Laxman and Sastry (2006) Esling and
Agon (2016) and Rani and Sikka (2012) show that time-series clustering applies to various applications
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domains, like engineering, science, finance, business, health care, and industrial. The surveys show that
all clustering algorithms are founded in time-series research like fuzzy clustering, hierarchical clustering,
and density-based clustering. In general domains, raw-based clustering is used most. However, raw-based
clustering shows the inefficient results with high-dimensional structure and highly noise data.
Consequently, the row-based approach performs poorly with noise data and high dimensional data. The
third type of time-series clustering is model-based, and this thesis does not focus on this type. According
to surveys literature model-based approach uses in single time-series analysis to forecast the future
behavior of the observation in the time-series, which is not the main focus in this study.
Huang et al. (2016) present a new type of k-means algorithms that are suitable for time-series data and
depending on the weighted k-means. For n given time-series sequences X = {X1, X2, . . ., Xn}. Each
sequence Xi = {xi1, xi2, . . ., xim} is characterized by m values concerning m timestamps. The U matrix
is a(n × k) binary membership matrix, where the variable uip = 1 shows that a time-series sequence i
belongs to the cluster p. If uip = 0, it does not belong to the cluster p. C = {C1, C2, . . ., Ck} represents the
centroids of k clusters. W = {W1, W2, . . ., Wk} represents the weights of the timestamps for each cluster.
The value of variable wpj shows the weight of the jth time stamp for the pth cluster. The objective function
of TSk-means is formulated as follows adapted from Huang et al. (2016):
P(U, C, W ) = ∑𝑘𝑝=1 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 ∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑢𝑖𝑝 𝑤𝑝𝑗 (𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 𝑐𝑝𝑗 )

2

+

1
2

𝑎 ∑𝑘𝑝=1 ∑𝑚
𝑗=1(𝑤𝑝𝑗 − 𝑤𝑝𝑗+1 )

2

(3)

Where 𝑎 is, an input parameter that use to achieve a balance between the scatters of a sequence within
the clusters and the softness of the weights of timestamps. The objective function in the Eq. 3 has three
decision variables (U, C, W). Therefore, the TSK-means algorithm has three steps, in each step, two
variables are fixed, and the third variable is calculating to minimize the objective function.
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Table 2 The TSK-means adapted from (Huang et al., 2016).

Input: X = {X1, X2, . . ., Xn}, k, α. ; Output: U, C, W.
Initialize: Randomly choose for C vector and W vector
Repeat:
Fixed C, W, calculate the membership matrix U;
Fixed U, W, calculate the centroids C;
Fixed U, C, calculate the weight W with quadratic programming;
until Convergence
The results in Huang et al. (2016) research shows that TSK-means performs well with time-series data.
The size of the data that Huang et al. (2016) use to evaluate TSK-means is around 900 time-series
sequences or less.
3.2.3

Feature-based time-series clustering:

Generally, to reduce the high dimensional data, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used. PCA
is a statistical method that transforms the dimensions from correlated variables to a set of linearly
uncorrelated variables called Principal Component (Smith, 2002). PCA proves its efficiency in the
statistical data, but not in time-series data. That is because PCA does not consider the order of data, which
makes it not able to capture the changes of observations over time. Moreover, this is the most significant
property in time-series data.
The main task to the feature extraction methods is not to reduce the volume of the data, but to extract the
time properties from the data. In order to extract features from time-series data, the data is decomposed
into waves, wavelets, and sequences. There are various types of feature extraction methods like the
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and more methods that
extract global properties form the data (Mörchen, 2014).
This thesis focuses on one method of extraction methods. This method is FeatuRe Extraction based on
Scalable Hypothesis tests (tsfresh) because it designed for industrial big data applications, and this study
mainly focuses on evaluating time-series clustering methods on material’s flow data. (Christ et al., 2016)
Extract features from the time-series data is to transform the time-series to the features representation.
(Christ et al., 2016) Explain in their research that it is hard to extract feature from time-series data,
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especially in industrial applications such as predict failure or production line optimization. The size of
the data and the complex correlation between data samples increase this hardness. However, each label
in the clustering or classification is associated with multiple time-series (Christ et al., 2016).In their
paper, Christ et al. (2016) introduce a new time-series extraction tool, which is used for industrial big
data application.
FeatuRe Extraction based on Scalable Hypothesis tests (tsfresh) is evaluated in all-time-series datasets
in UCR archive. Also, tsfresh is evaluated in time-series data from production line optimization and
stochastic processes. The result, according to Christ et al. (2016), shows the efficiency of tsfresh tool in
big time-series data and a large number of features. Tsfresh filters a large number of features and selects
the relevant features that are related to the machine learning task (clustering, regression, or classification).
Christ et al. (2018); Christ & Nils (2019) present a scalable hypothesis test to filter the relevant features.
By considering a binary target Y, the feature X is relevant if the mapping function θ (𝑋 ) has two different
values for the two states of the variable Y. For example, the minimum mapping function that is mentioned
in the background, θ𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑋𝑖,𝑗 ), consider a relevant feature if (θ X|Y=0 ) ≠ (θ X|Y=1 ).
Christ et al. (2018) use the hypothesis test and various tests to filter the relevant features (relevant to
predict the target output); the hypothesis test is for each feature, and it has the following formula:
φ

𝐻0 = {𝑋φ 𝑖𝑠 𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑌}
φ

𝐻1 = {𝑋φ 𝑖𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑌}
This hypothesis test is applied for each extracted feature, and the result is a probability variable 𝑃φ ,
which represents the probability that 𝑋φ is not relevant. Therefore, small values for 𝑃φ means strongly
relevant features.
At the end of this literature review about time-series clustering, we should mention the difficulty of
evaluating unsupervised learning methods. Evaluating the clustering performance is a problem, and
cross-validation is not used in unsupervised learning because of undefined labels. In unsupervised
learning, there is no subjective to measure how good the cluster is. The performance of clustering depends
on the application domain and the goal of the clustering.
Tan (2018) explains five criteria to evaluate clustering methods; this study tries to follow these criteria:
1. Determining the trend of the data set, if the structure in the data is random or un-random.
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2. Determining the best number of clusters that suits the dataset and the goals of the clustering.
3. Evaluating the results of clustering without reference to external information.
4. Evaluating the results of clustering with external information, it might be expert domains or
externally class labels.
5. Compare two clustering methods to determine the best of them.
Aghabozorgi et al. (2015) present in their survey paper the measures used in the literature to evaluate
time-series clustering. Two types of evaluation might apply on time-series clustering; first visualization
and second scalar accuracy measure (internal and external) Fig. 7.

Visulization
Evaluation measures

Internal index
scalar accurecy
measures
External index

Figure 7 Time-series clustering evaluation measures adapted from (Aghabozorgi et al., 2015)
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3.3 literature review on applying machine learning in industrial
applications
Fulcher and Jones (2014) present a comparative study on extracting features from industrial datasets to
solve a classification problem using the nearest neighbor method, Euclidean distances, and dynamic time
warping. Fulcher and Jones (2014) argue that instead of all clustering and classification problem
conventionally addressing the distance measure problem; the direction must be converted to understand
the properties in time-series sequences. Fulcher and Jones (2014) motivate their work with the
importance of time-series representation in many applications like anomalies on a production line and
other domains. Fulcher and Jones (2014) extract about one thousand features, then select the features that
perform best than others. Selecting the best features according to Fulcher and Jones (2014) is related to
the data and data properties; the goal or task that need to apply on the data. For example, the speech
signal is a time-series data, and its significant features to recognize the speech is different from features
that represent the movements in a video. The number of features is also essential, as Fulcher and Jones
(2014) prove. So, choosing the number of features is another task to represent the time-series data.
Wuest et al. (2016) present unique and valuable research about using machine learning to solve the
manufacturing problem. They explain challenges, advantages, and applications of (ML) in the industrial
data. According to Wuest et al. (2016), the increase of complexity of manufacturing systems leads to use
the ML to satisfy the demand for high-quality demand.
Wuest et al. (2016) mention the fact that the dynamic environment of today’s manufacturer is affected
by uncertainty. The manufacturing domain seeks to optimization processes most of the time, such as
monitoring, scheduling, controlling. However, the fast-increasing data complexity is adding another
challenge. Where many of the manufacturing problems have NP-complete nature, the increase of the
complexity of data increases the hardness degree of finding the solution. Moreover, this challenge is
apparent in this study, where JITSRP replenishment problem is considered an NP-hard problem,
according to Emde (2017).
Emde (2017) proves solutions to different cases of JITSRP where the number of materials is maximum
250. This thesis is dealing with just in time supermarket replenishment problem with around three
thousand materials. As Wuest et al. (2016) expect that ML would be a necessary step in the manufactory
optimization system, to reduce the complexity of the manufacturing problems.
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4 Methodology
This section presents the chosen research methodology and process of it.
Wohlin et al. (2012) divide the empirical research investigations into three major strategies: survey, case
study, and experiment. The experiment is to evaluate the relationship between the treatment and the
outcome, while a case study is a comparative or observation study to evaluate a method or technology.
This thesis is an experiment because it evaluates different clustering algorithms and distance
measurements on the accuracy of the clustering results in the material flow data. A case study could be
an alternative, but that needs to make a comparison between the current system that Volvo used and
results after applying the suggested model in reality in the JIT supermarket. Therefore, the case study
will be costly and risky. Experiments are more controlled and have smaller risk where they can apply in
a laboratory with full control from the researcher. "experiments are a valuable tool for all software
engineers who are involved in evaluating and choosing between different methods, techniques,
languages, and tool" (Wohlin et al., 2012). Therefore, this study chooses the experiment as an empirical
research strategy to evaluate the different time-series clustering methods in the material flow data, which
is more controllable, hence lowering the risk and cost.
According to Wohline et al. (2012), the experiments need to define the dependent, and independent
variables, where the dependent variables are the output of the experiments, and the independent variables
are the input. In this study, the independent variables are the different clustering algorithms (with
different parameters), the similarity measures, and the clustering taxonomy. The output is the clustering
quality, which is measured using the Silhouette score.

Figure 8 Process of experimentation in SE adapted from (Wohlin et al., 2012) and (Juristo et al.,2013)
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4.1 Experiment Process
The experiments process, according to Wohlin et al. (2012) and Juristo et al., (2013) is consisted of
several steps as follows:
4.1.1

Scope

Following the scope defined in the Wohlin et al. (2012), the scope of this study can be written as
following: analyses multivariate time-series for material flow data. For the purpose of evaluation,
with respect to the effectiveness, from the point of view of the researcher, students, and automobile
producers. In the context of manufacturing and time-series analysis domain.
4.1.2

Hypotheses for testing

There are four hypotheses for testing in this study to evaluate the different clustering methods; the
hypotheses are:
Hypothesis 1: Statistical algorithms do not support time-series data.
Hypothesis 2: (K) The number of clusters in the k-means algorithm does not affect clustering accuracy
in this study.
Hypothesis 3: Different clustering algorithms/clustering similarity measures do not affect the clustering
accuracy in this study.
Hypothesis 4: Feature-based clustering affects clustering accuracy, and it is the most suitable for material
flow data.
4.1.3

Variables

Independent Variables
- The different clustering algorithms (with different parameters).
- The similarity measures.
- The clustering taxonomy.
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Dependent variable
- Clustering quality is measured using the Silhouette score.
4.1.4

Execution:

To evaluate the performance for different clustering algorithm, at least two clustering algorithms are
chosen for each taxonomy to see if the chosen algorithms are giving the same result or not. If the result
for two algorithms is different, that means the chosen algorithm can affect the result, and we need to do
experiments for more algorithms. Therefore, the execution of this study presents as follows:
Time-series clustering taxonomy:
•

•

Statistical methods
-

K-means (k = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8})

-

Hierarchical clustering

-

DBSCAN

Row/shape based
-

TSK-means
➢ Euclidean distance measure
➢ Dynamic time warping distance measure
➢ Soft dynamic time warping

•

K-shape

Feature-based
-

K-means (k = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8})

-

Hierarchical
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5 Practical research
In the previous sections, several clustering and measure methods are described. Moreover, a theoretical
comparison is made between different similarity methods and various clustering taxonomies. This section
put the methods on the test by applying some of them in industrial big data (material flow data). We test
the methods using Python libraries.

5.1 Data
5.1.1

Data Description

This study is applied to material flow data from the supermarket in Volvo powertrain Skövde. Different
types of data are collected from different systems, and all data are related to how the material flows
works. This section describes the data that has been collected during this study as well as the structure of
the data. Real data cannot be shown here because of privacy issues.
➢ The main data consists of the predicted orders for the customers over four months. The data has
a similar structure to table 3. Each month is in a sperate file; each file contains the orders for
almost 35000 articles (material); and the expected needed quantities for each material in each
day. However, not all material is used in the supermarket. There is another file that contains a list
of material that belongs to the supermarket. As explained before, the supermarket is an
intermediate storage area where the material is stored for a short time before it is delivered to the
assembly line.

Table 3 shows an example from material predicted order system.

Material NO

Description

Order

Order

Supplier

Supplier

Status

Source

Name

No

Day1

Day2

…

Material 1

….

Forecast …

…

2222

45

120

…

Material 2

…..

Forecast …

…

4444

62

56

…

…
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➢ The list of material used in the supermarket comes from another system at Volvo; it is called
Material Handling Analyze (MHA). MHA contains information about the material number,
descriptions, type of bins that suits this material and the number of materials that goes into each
bin. The MHA data has the structure showing in table 4.
That means Material 1 should store in bin Type A with quantity equals to 100. Bin Type A
contains 100 items from Material 1. The same bin type contains another quantity for another
material, like Type A has 50 materials from the Material 3.

Table 4 shows an example of a material handling system.

Material NO

Description

Bin-

location

Material quantity in each bin

…

type

Material 1

Type A

100

Material 2

Type B

20

Material 3

Type A

50

➢ Data about the supermarket layout; this data contains information about locations in the
supermarket and the bins types that suites for each location. Each location in the supermarket
might be suitable for one or more types of bins.

The supermarket layout in this study has three flows; high medium and low. Materials are stored
in the three flows according to their pickup frequency, where parts with high frequency are stored
in the high volume, and vice versa, parts which are used rarely are stored in the low volume. For
example, if a worker picked up 200 bins from Material 1 for one month, and ten bins from
Material 2, that means Material 1 has a higher frequency than Material 2. Each flow has a
certain number of locations which are labeled. High volume has fewer locations than medium,
and we assume that low flow has an unlimited number of locations. The Medium and low flows
have sections which are divided into floors, and floors divided into places.
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Consequently, the capacity for the flows is measured according to bins. For example, the high
volume has a fixed number of locations, the capacity in this volume is 50% of locations for bins
of Type A and other locations for bins of Type B. Each material fits in a particular bin type, and
different materials cannot be allocated into the same bin. Table 5 shows an example of the
locations in the medium flow.
Table 5 Example of medium flow locations and bins allocated

Supermarket locations
Floor
number
3

Location 1

Location 2

Location 3

Bin Type A

Bin Type A

Bin Type A

Location 4

Location 5

Location 6

Location 7

Location 8

Location 9

Bin Type

Bin Type

Bin Type

Bin Type

Bin Type

Bin Type

B

B

B

B

B

B

2

1

Location 10

Location 11

Location 12

Bin Type A

Bin Type A

Bin Type A

➢ History data from the current system that categorizes the materials into three flows. History data
contains the frequency of picking up each material for each month. The history data has a flowing
structure:

…

…

…

…

…

10

14

16

10

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

1070

1000

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Oct

…

Sep

…

Aug

200

July

300

June

Mars

240

May

Feb

April

Jan

No

Material

Table 6 Shows the history data of the material pick-up frequency

Material 1
Material 2
Material 3
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5.1.2

Data collection methods

Data collection process consists of three levels according to (Wohlin et al., 2012):
•

First level: Direct methods, the researcher contacts directly with the subjects and collect data
immediately, like interviews and “think-aloud protocol.”

•

Second level: Indirect methods, the researcher collects data without direct contact with the
subjects, like login to the system and collect raw data.

•

Third level: Independent analyses of work objects, this data already available or compiled. Like
report about the requirements specifications and failure are analyzed.

This experiment uses all three levels of collecting data. Most of the information is collected using the
first level (direct methods). A sequence of scheduled interviews has been made with a group of
manufacturers’ engineers. A set of questions from the research has guided the interviews. Some
interviews start with a presentation from the researcher, which has various examples to simplify the line
of thoughts. Other interviews used fully structured questions from the researchers. The interviews were
needed because the author does not have a previous background in the car manufacturing domain; at the
same time, the manufacturers’ engineers have no background in data science. Therefore, interviews
helped to achieve a better understanding of the problem and the domain.
Some interviews have been done at the supermarket and assembly line, in this type of interviews, the
process of the work is assumed, and the questions are open and unstructured. These interviews help a lot
in understanding the data. The process of collecting data takes around one month, and the understanding
of the data went over several stages. The manufacturers’ engineers did not know how much the author
understood the data until the author made a presentation in the next interview with examples. Another
issue was that the manufacturers’ engineers do not know what data is needed precisely to solve the
problem.
Therefore, it was the researchers’ task to ask if there is data that describe specific details about the asked
questions. In this step, the second level of data is collected, questions about specific data and the subjects
have been asked, as well as login permission to the manufacturer system to extract the needed data.
Some data is collected using the third level in (Wohlin et al., 2012) classification; like the reports from
the current system. This data is then pre-processed to calculate the pickup frequency from the daily
transactions in the materials flows system. Figure 10 shows the flow chart process for collecting data;
these processes take one-month from the middle of February to the middle of Mars. After collecting the
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data the researcher does not fully understand the data, so interviews after the middle of Mars has two
phases; a presentation explaining what already has been done with the data and a second phase with an
open-structured question like “Do you think this is right?”, “Do you think that this process represents the
situation?”. Appendix 2 shows an example of a presentation with questions in one of the interviews.

Figure 9 Data sources for the material flow data
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First interview, the subjects explain the
problem

Interview starts with a presentation followed by a
structured question

Ask for specific data

Subjects login to the system and extract raw-data or
reports

Unstructured question to improve understanding of the
given data

Figure 10: Flow chart for the collection data process
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5.1.3

Data pre-process

The data is collected from different systems. The connection between the data from different sources is
the material number. The pre-processing has been passed the following steps:
1. Connecting the predicted order data from several files (four files).
2. Dealing with merged cell in the excel files, by filling null values with fill forward approach, so
each null cell in the material number column is filled with the value in the previous row at the
same column. For example, reading the following table in panda python gives a null value in
the second row because of the merged cells in Excel.
Table 7 Example for merged cell in the predicted order file

Material NO

Description

….

Order

Order

Supplier

Status

Source

Name

Forecast

…

…

Supplier No

Day1

Day2

…

2222

45

120

…

4566

34

23

4444

62

56

Material 1
Forecast
Material 2

…..

Forecast

…

…

…

3. Null values in other columns are filled with zero, where zero is the identity element in the
sum operation. Moreover, all aggregation for the data will be sum aggregations.
4. Grouping the contacted file by material number and apply sum aggregations. (aggregations
on the row-levels).
5. An inner merge between the order data and MHA data, using the material number as the key
in the two files.
6. Aggregation of the order for each week, column aggregation level, with apply for sum
function.
7.

The data in the order files have the number of needed materials in a specific time but pick up

operations measured by the number of bins. Therefore, this step calculated the number of needed
materials measured by bins.
8. The result in this step is a file with about three thousand rows; each row represents one
material, and each column represents the week number. In this step, the data is ready to apply
statistical machine learning algorithms
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Figure 11 Visualize the result from the
step 8, rescale the data using standard
rascal in "sklearn", the data is ready to
apply statistical clustering methods,
Where the time dimensions are
rescaled such like other dimensions. X
is the first feature, y is the second
feature.

9. Converting the data to time-series, by transposing rows and columns. The result in this step is
weeks as rows and materials as columns. Then, using “tslearn” library in python to convert the
sequences to time-series dataset.
10. Rescale the data using “TimeSeriesScalerMeanVariance,” so now the data is ready to apply
clustering algorithms from the (raw-based or shape-based) approaches.

Figure 12 Visualize the results from step
10. Rescale time series data set, about
three-thousand-time series sequences
over time. X axis represents the time, Y
axis represents the order demand. Each
line represents the order demand for
one material.

11. To apply extract features approaches that input should be a flat database, so the result from step
9 is converted to a flat dataset using (melt) mapping, where the is the material number.
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Figure 13 Visualize the result
from step 11. Flat data; X is the
index in the flat data frame; Y is
the frequency.

5.2 Experiments
5.2.1

Experiments 1: Apply the statistical cluster methods on the time-series data

Three clustering methods are used: K-means, DBSCAN, and hierarchical clustering. As mentioned in
section 3.3.1 clustering methods which are firmly based on the Euclidean distance measure (like k-means
and hierarchical clustering) are not designed for time-series data. Statistical clustering methods do not
support time-series data. DBSCAN is a density-based clustering method, which can cover some
weaknesses in k-mean like define the number of clusters as input. However, also, DBSCAN shows
inefficient results in time-series data. DBSCAN also has an ineffective distance measure for time-series
data. It is unable to cluster data with different densities over time (Ma et al., 2017). The data set used in
this experiment is flat (Fig. 13).
The experiment starts with k-means; where the number of clusters must be defined as an input. To come
around, the experiment applies k-means with k= {2,3,4,5,6,7,8}. Other parameters stay as default. To
compare the results: visualization is one of the criteria to evaluate the clustering result; another criterion
is an internal scalar accuracy (Silhouette analysis). Higher values for Silhouette score are better clustering
results. Therefore, k = 8 is better in this case.
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Table 8 Statistical k-means Silhouette analysis

Number of clusters

Silhouette score

2

0.29637

3

0.28508

4

0.30826

5

0.28339

6

0.29886

7

0.304868

8

0.324526

Figure 14 K-means analysis for k = 3, the right part is the clustered data with different colors
for different clusters. The left part is the Silhouette values to analyze the coefficient in the same
cluster. Less than zeros values mean the points are not correlated to their cluster.
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Figure 15 K-means analysis for k = 8.
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Hierarchical clustering: This method uses Euclidean distance as a distance measure. As shown in Fig.
12 the distance between the clusters is closed. The method is not able to calculate the similarity over
time. The silhouette score is 0.338038.

Figure 16 The result of hierarchical
clustering, the number of clusters is 8.

DBSCAN: we do not need to define the number of the cluster as input, DBSCAN calculate the best
number of clusters, but it needs to define epsilon as input. Small values for epsilon do not give results,
science too small values of epsilon make DBSCAN treat all data points as noise and thus files to find any
clusters in the data. The chosen epsilon is five, which consider a big number, as we see in Fig. 12 almost
all data in the same cluster (red points). Therefore, this method is not as effective as mentioned in the
related work. The Output from DBSCAN is 3 clusters, the number of noisy points is 509 points, and
Silhouette is 0.243.

Figure 17 DBSCAN unsupervised clustering for time series data. The best number of clusters is
three. There are around 3000 points, and 509 are classified as noise points (black points). Clear that
almost all data in the same cluster. Inability to cluster the time series data is clear in the visualization.

Finding 1: Statistical methods cannot find the similarity in the time-series data (Hypothesis 1)
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5.2.2

Experiments 2: Row-data based and shape-based time-series clustering

Using “tslearn” library in python, which is built for time-series analyses. As explained in section 3.1.2,
TSK-means is a type of w-k mean, and this algorithm is different from statistical k-mean. It considers
the difference in the timestamp in the time-series sequences. We use TSK-mean as a clustering method
with three different distance functions (Euclidian, DBA, and soft-DWT). The chosen number of clusters
is 3 with 50 as the max number of iterations. The result shows in Fig. 18.
As shown in Fig. 14, tsk-means with three different distance measures. The Euclidian measure is less
effective than others in discovering outliers. The other two types catch four-time-series as an outlier and
group them into one cluster. We can see that the red line (centroid) in DBA and soft-DTW is more close
to the time-series sequences than the red line in Euclidean clustering.

Figure 18 TSK-means, the red time-series are the centroids of the cluster.

Comparing the Silhouette score for the three different distance measures is shown in table 9.
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Table 9 Evaluating the TSK-means with three distance measures.

Distance measure

Silhouette score

Sott-DTW

0.444007

Finding 2. Euclidean distance is not able to
detect the outliers in the data, and the distance
between the centroids and data is large

DBA (DTW)

0.447900

Euclidean

0.270418

(Hypothises 3).

K-shape based algorithm: Applying k-shape in tslearn library, as mentioned in the literature review that
k-shape is a more effective and accurate method than k-means. Also, k-shape can extract timestamp and
analyze the similarity between clusters according to the shape of DTW-average. The average could have
a time shift. However, it still represents the cluster. Shape-based gives good visualization, so one
interpretation could be that this is the best result. However, it is the goal of the clustering that decides
what is good or not. If the shape of a sequence is essential to the goal of clustering, then this method
could be effective. As an example, for the heart waves, time-series, the shape of the wave shows if the
hart is working good or not. There is a difference between the clusters 2,3,4, but this not sufficient to
define the flow of the material. The Silhouette score for three clusters is 0.200760.

Figure 19 k-shape time series clustering results.

Finding 3: Shape-based approach efficient is depending on the goal of the clustering (Hypothesis
3).
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5.2.3

Experiments 3: Feature-based time-series clustering

Using tsfresh library in python, the input should be flat dataset or stacked dataset. Extract the general
feature like abs_energy, agg_linear_trend, autocorrelation, and more. As a result, we have more than 700
general features extracted from the time-series data. Which of these features are relevant to predict the
label? As unsupervised learning, it is hard to define the relevant features, where there is no label or
predicted output. Determining the relevant features in unlabelled data requires domain experts. We have
history-data that contains the material’s pick-up frequency over time. As the pull system manufacturer
concept, it is wrong to use the history data to drive the flow. In the pull system, the customer order should
drive the flows. Sequentially, we cannot use history-data to build a label classification model. However,
we need in this step to know the name of the relevant feature. We do not want to train the model on this
feature; we need the name of these time-series feature that affects the flow of material.
Consequently, we will not use the history data to train a model; we need to know the relevant feature
names that affect the clustering process. The process is as following; extract the relevant features then
cluster the data using “sklearn” library in python. At this point, there is no need to use time-series
clustering algorithms, where the data is transformed into a vector of features. Applying k-means on
relevant features gives the result shown in Fig. 20.

Figure 20 K-means applies to the extracted
relevant features. The number of cluster = 3.
It looks like yellow is high flow, blue is
medium and purple is the low flow.
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To determine the best number of cluster k, Silhouette score is used. The result is shown in the next table.
Table 10 k-means clustering on the extracted relevant features

Number of clusters

Silhouette score

2

0.76421

3

0.822190

4

0.77707

5

0.783792

6

0.66831

7

0.704809

8

0.52055

The result shows a vast improvement in the Silhouette-score, which represent the similarity between the
objects in the same cluster and the dissimilarity between the objects in different clusters.
Applying hierarchical clustering, with “ward” as a parameter to calculate the linkage array, gives the
result shown in Fig. 21
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Figure 21 Hierarchical clustering on the
relevant extracted features

As unsupervised learning, we can label the data if the items in one cluster have the same properties. The
hierarchical clustering has an impressive performance because it is so close to what we need. The first
cluster with four objects in the cluster shown in Fig. 18, four outlier materials that have been ordered
twice in the whole period. The second cluster is the materials that belong to the low flow, and they are
around two thousand. The cluster with (146) is the materials that belong to the high flow. The cluster
with (456) is the materials that belong to the medium flow. Other clusters are for materials that might
change the flow (high-medium), for example.
Finding 4: Extract features from the big time-series data gives better results than applying rawbased methods in the material flow data (Hypothesis 4).
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5.3 Ethics and validity threats
“Scientific research, as a public trust, must be conducted according to specific codes, rules,
governmental laws, and regulations relating to research ethics.” (Kruk, 2013).
Kruk (2013) summarizes the ethical principles in the researches from different universities and
professional associations with the next list:
-

Principle of honesty: in this context, the author should be honest in reporting the data,
methods, and results. The author believes that this study reported and presented the data
and results in honesty and without any intention to fabrication data, methods, or results.
The real data is not showing in this report because of the privacy issues for Volvo.
Therefore, this report keeps the data confidential.

-

Principle of objectivity: in this context, the researcher should obligate to minimize
the error in the empirical research by experimental design and results explanation. In
this report, the author obligates to minimize the error by defining a clear experiments
design, and by interpretation and explanation of the results. Therefore, the
conclusions based on the results without any external influence. This study does not
contain a cost analyze, so the author does not know the cost of applying this study in
the manufacturing domain.

-

Principle of integrity: The author tries to keep the arguments and promising in this study.

-

Principle of carefulness: in this context, the result should be validated by replication. This
study cannot replicate the methods to another dataset because there are no similar data in
the published datasets.

-

Principle of openness: in this context, the data, results, and methods should be published,
and available to criticism. In this study, the results presented in this report and submitted
to the examiner and accepts the criticism to improve the work.

-

Principle of responsibility: in this context, the researchers should not duplicate other
works, and should have the full responsibility to their results and publications. This study
explains the difference between the process in this study and the related work. Moreover,
the author has full responsibility for the results and publication and makes an effort to
ensure that this study is not replicate for other researches.
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Next, we need to discuss the validity threats in this study.” A fundamental question concerning results
from an experiment is how valid the results are. It is important to consider the question of validity already
in the planning phase in order to plan for adequate validity of the experiment results.” (Wohlin et al.,
2012). The next table explains the threats of validity and how this study handles them.

Conclusion Validity
Validity threat

Explain

Applicable and why

Handel in this study

Low

If there is not enough data to

Yes, Because the study has an

The experiment is used one dataset, that

draw a statistical power

experiment type, and it applies the

means the result is suitable for this dataset

conclusion. So, the result

methods to data to get some results.

and we are not sure that it is suitable for all

cannot be general results. It

The results are not general if the

datasets. More dataset must use to add

could be suitable just for the

experiment uses just one dataset.

generality to the results

statistical

power

dataset that the experiment
used.
Violated

A statistical test has an

assumptions

of

statistical test
Fishing

and

No, the study has no statistical test.

assumption on the data like
normality distribution.

the

error rate

This validity has two parts:

Yes, the fishing part still applicable

All results are shown in this study, and

Fishing the result means do

because it could be that the

there is not a hidden part of the results.

not show all results, just

experiment is shown a part of result

Error rate is not defined, just used

show the result that are

which agree with the hypotheses in

Silhouette

score

suitable with the author

the experiment. Error rate: is not

clustering

accuracy.

thoughts line and which

applicable in this study, because

unlabelled, and we are not able to validate

make his hypotheses right.

the experiment chooses the optimal

the data.

Error rate: the error rate has

model where the all models are

significance values.

right. So, the error rate threshold is

to

determine
The

data

the
is

not defined.
Reliability

of

test if a method gives the

Yes, because the study is an

Run line of code will give the same

same outcome always

experiment so, the steps could give

outcome, so this gives the study more

different output. Moreover, that

reliability. Moreover, there is no human

could happen because of a not clear

interaction in the study, where the

instrumentation

subjective test has less reliability

The implementation of the

Yes, because the study is an

The code of the experiment has the same

treatment

treatment should be the

experiment so, the steps could

implementation

implementation

same,

implement in different ways.

subjects because it depends on the Python

measures.

Reliability

of

subjects.

with

different

even

with

different

packages which makes it easier to change
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the parameters to the model in a standard
way and still gives the same results.
Random

Outside elements that could

No, this experiment implements

irrelevancies in the

interrupt the experiment.

the method using Python package,

experimental

so the outside elements like noise

setting

or something else would not affect

-

the results
Random
heterogeneity

of

subjects

It means the un-similarity in

No, there are not a group of

the group of subjects in the

subjects or people in this study.

-

experiment.

Internal Validity
Single group threats
History

Time effects the treatment

No, time does not interact with the

result, the history of the

treatments in this experiment.

treatments could affect the

Applying the treatments in the

experiment result.

holiday or on any day will give the
same result, and the order of
treatments is not important.

Maturation

The subject reacts differently

Yes, there is a small human

The subjects act differently during the

during the experiment, get

interaction in this study. If we

study

tired for example or get more

consider the engineers in Volvo as

expectation form the study. This does not

experience.

the subjects in this study.

affect the results in this study, because the

because

they

have

different

author explains the ability of this study
Testing

When the study repeated, the

No, because the study does not

subject

the

have subjects, so testing will not

experiment conducted, and

change the subject reacts. (The

this could affect the result

subjects react do not affect the

knows

how

results.)
Instrumentation

The design for data or

Yes, data representation could

Data

documents

the

affect the result because the

parameter in this study; more dataset must

experiment could affect the

experiment is about to find the

use to avoid this threat

execution for the study.

methods that fit the data best. So,

used

in

representation

affect

the

best

the data format and design affect
the results
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Statistical

IF the subjects are classified

regression

depending on their previous
experiments

Selection

This

thread

about

the

selection group, and if it
represents

the

whole

No, there are not subjects in this
study (human interaction).

population.
Mortality

IF the subjects drop out of
the experiment, this could
affect the results

Ambiguity

about

direction of causal

If A cause B, B causes A, or

No, because the experiment does

X causes both A and B.

not have parallel steps. So, this

influence

validity threat is not applicable.

Multiple groups threats
Interactions

with

selection

Different

behaviours

for

No, this experiment does not have

different

groups

the

multiple group.

in

experiment

Social threats to internal validity
Diffusion

or

If one group learns about the

imitation

of

treatment from the control

treatments

group, this would affect the
results.

Compensatory
equalization
treatments

If the control group get
of

compensation for being the
control group, this could

study (human interaction).

affect the experiment.
Compensatory

The subjects try to reduce or

rivalry

reserve the outcome.

Resentful

The subject gives up and

demoralization

does

not

perfumes

No, there are not subjects in this

as

general.

Construct Validity
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Inadequate
preoperational
explication

of

constructs

It means the constructs is not

Yes, the study is an experiment, so

Explain what is “best method” in the

clear

the

the not clear problem definition

model means; as best Silhouette score in

experiment will not be clear

enough,

could lead to wrong defined to the

this study. Explain clearly the aim of the

too. If the problem did not

treatments and variables in the

study is to evaluate the clustering

define

study

algorithms in time series data, the study is

well,

treatments

so

that

and

means

measures

clear with results that the comparison is on

could be wrong.

the Silhouette score.

Mono-operation

If the experiment has one

Yes, If the experiment depending

The study used different treatments, to

bias

treatment

on a one method or treatment.

avoid this validity.

Using one type of measures

Yes, if the experiment depends on

Silhouette score and visualization is used

could lead to bias according

a one measure to define the best

to avoid this validity. Still needed an

to the bias on this measure

methods for the clustering.

external validation to the cluster results.

The level of the constructs

Yes, the study is about time series

The code used Python package and

depends on the experience.

analyses, which is a complex area

complex pre-processing which need an

For example, programmer

and more experience could make a

experience to deal deeply with it. And we

with 5 years’ experience has

better construct than this.

believe that more experience in our study

or

method

to

apply, so it could have bias
and does not give the whole
picture
Mono-method bias

Confounding
constructs

and

levels of constructs

a high level of the construct

could

improve

the

results

of

the

than beginner programmer

experiment. Maybe more hypotheses
could add from the expert’s people.

Interaction

of

If the subject makes many

No, the subject does not involve in

different treatments

studies at the same time, so

other studies.However, in case yes,

the different treatments from

the previous study could affect this

different

study

studies

could

interact.
Interaction
testing

of

The testing could make the

o, the test in this study is to test the

and

subject more aware of the

optimization of the model. So, the

testing result. In this case,

results will not affect the treatment

the test affects the treatment.

because

treatment

it

does

not

give

information about the error value,
for example.
Restricted

The treatment may affect the

No, the treatments in this study is

generalizability

study constructs positively

different clustering methods, which

across constructs

or

has no side effect or risk.

negatively.

If

the

treatment has a side effect or
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risk the experiment must
explain it.

Social threats to construct validity
Hypothesis

People try to drive the

guessing

experiment to what they
expected

and

put

as

hypotheses
Evaluation

The subject does not like to

apprehension

evaluate, so people try to mix

No, there is no human interaction

between the estimated values

in this study.

and the real outcome.
Experimenter

The way that the subjects

expectancies

raise

questions

in

the

experiment could bias the
results.

External Validity
Interaction
selection

of
and

treatment

Choosing

the

subject

population,

effects

the

experiment

results.

For

example,
population
represent

choosing
does
the

No, there is no interaction between
people and treatments in this study.

a
not

general

population in this study
Interaction
setting

of

Wrong place, environment

There is no interaction between the

and

or tools could affect the

place

experiment.

treatments in this study. The aim of

treatment.

or

environment

and

this validity is to make the study
realistic.
Interaction
history

of
and

A special time could affect

No, there is no interaction between

the results.

the time and the treatments.

treatment
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5.5 Conclusion:
Statistical clustering methods fail in clustering time-series data, that because of the unique characteristics
of time-series data. Most of the related research tries to prove the performance of time-series clustering
using other distance measures like DTW. By trying to prove that these distance measures can catch the
unique characteristics of time-series data. Some of them are satisfied with the DTW results, and others
consider it as the most accurate tool that solves all-time-series similarity problems, while others
(Ratanamahatana and Keogh, 2005; Ratanamahatana and Keogh, 2006) argue that everything that we
know about DTW is wrong, and argue about three myths about dynamic time warping data mining that
always used in the research. This study agrees with Ratanamahatana and Keogh (2005; 2006) because
DTW can catch the similarity in one of the time series properties (shifts). While DTW is not able to find
the similarity between two time-series that share the same shape or the same timestamp. Our result shows
that DTW is very close to the Euclidian measure in finding the similarity, where our results in these two
distance measures are very similar. Expect that DTW performs better in catching the outliers in the data
because DTW can catch one of the unique characteristics of time-series data (time shift).
Moreover, this is the only advantages to these methods. If the goal of the clustering is to catch similar
time-series data with some shifts, DTW is the solution. Otherwise, it cannot catch timestamp in the subsequences in time-series.
Shape-based is designed to catch different timestamp in the time-series, and it performs well if the goal
of the clustering task is to find a similar observation that has the same timestamp. Sequentially, the shapebased approach can catch one of the unique characteristics of time-series data. Therefore, raw-based and
shape-based approaches perform well in a particular clustering task, which depends on time-shifting
characteristic or time stamp character.
Catching all of the unique characteristics in the time-series data is an impossible task. Besides, defined
the essential characteristic depending on the expected output. Moreover, in most cases, need domain
experts to determine them. That leads to the conclusion that the application domain and the goal of the
clustering and the given data structure influence the choice of the best clustering approach. Moreover,
noisy and high dimensional data need a feature-based approach to catch the outliers and reduce the
volume of the data. Another conclusion is that if there is a constraint to use the history data to build the
machine learning model, the extraction of the relevant feature using the history data is like using the
historical data as a domain expert. The history data in this experiment played the domain experts role and
decided the relevant feature, instead of using the historical data to train the model.
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As a conclusion, feature-based time series clustering performed best in the material flow data. Related
work evaluates time series clustering in UCR time series data, while this experiment evaluates time series
clustering in real data. Also, finding that the application domain, type of data, and the goal of clustering
affect the choice of methods. The results in this study show that ML reduces the data volume and is useful
in extracting a hidden and non-linear pattern from the data. The results also agree with the view in the
research (Wuest et al., 2016) that ML is a powerful tool for smart manufacturing systems and ML will
use more and more in the future in the next generation of manufacturing systems to reduce the complexity
of the data and optimize the manufacturing process.
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6 Appendix:
Appendix 1 Why the problem cannot solve as an optimization problem?

Figure 22 Time complexity for the optimization problem

Emde, (2017) distinguishes between four cases for the JITSRP. Volvo supermarket replenishment
problem is called JITSRP-D-∞. D is the number of delivery for the vehicle to the supermarket if we
assume that the number of delivery is constant, ∞ represents the unlimited pallet space on the vehicle.
According to Emde (2017), the time complexity, in this case, will be O(T3 * I). If we assume that D
number of delivery vehicles is changeable, therefore the problem will be JITSRP-W-∞ and the time
complexity, in this case, is O(T2 * I), where T is the number of periods that required in the
replenishment process. However, in Volvo supermarket particular case three flows are possible for
each article, and this is not discussed in Emde, (2017). Therefore the time complexity to generate all
possible solutions will be O (3I * T) where T is the time that needed to solve the problem at one period.
I = 3000, which make the time complexity is very high to generate all solutions.
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Another thing we should consider when solving the problem as an optimization problem, the Volvo
supermarket problem is more close to the lot-sizing problem with a setup cost for moving the articles
between the flows. However, the cost that needed to allocate articles in the flows and the setup cost to
move the articles between the flows is not available in our study, which makes it impossible to solve
the supermarket replenishment problem as an optimization problem.
If we assume that we have cost data for put and move articles in the flows, the objective function would
be as follow:
The objective function is to minimize the total weights

There are three flows in the supermarket (High-medium-low) in this study we can for brevity purpose
represent (High-medium-low) as (1,2,3). There are about 3000-part types (where i is the part type i ∈
I) intermediately stored in the supermarket in a period t= 1, 2, …T. The locations in the supermarket
are limited. Where the high-volume flow has 156 locations, the medium flows has around one thousand
locations. The period in this study is one day. In each period t, a specific number of parts i is picked
up from the supermarket (dit): part i demand at the t period.
𝑶(𝒊, 𝒕, 𝒇) → {0,1} is a list of tuples over the set that had delivered to the flows F in period t. 𝒘𝒇 is the
weigh to put an article in a flow. Therefore there are two types of wights that the objective function
has to minimize.
1-

Weights to store a part in a flow, the high flow has less weight than the medium and so on.
∑𝑭 ∑𝑻 ∑𝑰 𝑶(𝒊, 𝒕, 𝒇) ∗ 𝒘𝒇

2- Weights to measure the movement between flows, where moving to lower flow is more
weighted operation than moving to upper flow.
∑𝑭 ∑𝑻 ∑𝑰 Zitf ∗ Nibt(f − 𝟏)
𝟎
𝒊𝒇𝑶(𝒊, 𝒕, 𝒇) = 𝑶(𝒊, 𝒕 − 𝟏, 𝒇 − 𝟏)
and Nibtf: the number of bins in a certain flow at the
𝟏
𝒊𝒇𝑶(𝒊, 𝒕, 𝒇) ≠ 𝑶(𝒊, 𝒕 − 𝟏, 𝒇 − 𝟏)
period t, where moving several bins are more weighted than moving a few bins.
Zitf {

The objective function is to minimize the next function:

F(O,X) = ∑𝑭 ∑𝑻 ∑𝑰 𝑶(𝒊, 𝒕, 𝒇) ∗ 𝒘𝒇 + ∑𝑭 ∑𝑻 ∑𝑰 Zitf ∗ Nibt(f − 𝟏)
Define the priority of the parts according to the total demand, where parts that will be ordered more
in the next periods have more priority to be placed in the upper flow.
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̃ =
𝒅𝒊𝒕

∑𝒕𝒕′ =𝟏 𝒅𝒊𝒕′
∑𝑻
𝒕=𝟏 𝒅𝒊𝒕

Define the priority of the parts according to the total number of movements, where parts that had
been moved more in the previous periods have less priority to be placed in the upper flow.
̃ = ∑𝑭 ∑𝑻 Ztf
𝒁𝒊𝒕
Constraints:
The demand is satisfied at each period.
𝑰
𝑻
∑𝑩
𝒃=𝟏 ∑𝒊=𝟏 ∑𝒕=𝟏 𝑵𝒃𝒕𝒊 ∗ 𝑸𝒊𝒃 ≥ dit

The capacities of flows are considered at each period
∑𝑻𝒕=𝟏 𝑪𝒇𝒃𝒕 ≤ Sbf
Each part type is in one flow at each period
∑𝟑𝒇=𝟏 𝑶(𝒊, 𝒕, 𝒇) ≤ 𝟏
Nbti Number of bins from the part i that needed at the time t.
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Appendix 2:
A presentation for one of the interviews with the asked questions, the presentations in the interviews
aim to be sure that the author understands the process of the work in Volvo.
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Questions:
•

What is the mechanism to fill the flows with boxes!

•

What is the current state in the three flows now? (Ignore the train capacity and speed! ignore
the replacement speed and the accuracy for the order’s prediction!) cost function!

•

Is the flow capacity is measured by boxes, and frequency is in parts? The mechanism to fill the
parts into boxes, Exceptions have to be also considered.

•

What are the rules to change between the three flows? Ex: When could move from high to the
medium is not recommended?
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